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Traditional USB Device Protection

• Disable Autorun and/or Autoplay!
  – Most previous threats involving USB devices relied on this feature.

• Sadly, this is not true any more.
USB Webkey

• This particular webkey is distributed by a local hospital to expecting mothers.
• Webkeys are also used in advertising campaigns by pharmaceutical companies, major credit card companies, major cities, etc.

• Demonstration
The Device

• This is not a typical USB storage device
• When inserted into a computer, the device acts like a USB keyboard
  – Sends keystrokes invoking the run command then directs the user to a website owned by the makers of the key which redirects to the hospital website
The Threat

• The device uses a rewritable EEPROM to store the necessary commands
• There have already been articles posted online discussing ways that the device has successfully been compromised
• Similar devices have also been created and inserted inside of other USB devices.
  – A USB mouse was rewired with a USB hub inside so that it would function as a mouse but could also include a USB webkey to exploit the targeted computer.
The Threat (cont.)

• These devices are not recognized by Windows as a USB device but as a peripheral.
  – There are ways to protect against this threat in Windows, one of which involves changing several registry key values
  – I have included an article in the references section which discusses this method of securing Windows XP and 7
Our limited testing included Linux and Mac machines as well

- Both fared somewhat better since the commands that this particular device sent were oriented towards a Windows machine
- The webkey was identified as a keyboard by the Mac
- The webkey did send keystrokes to the boxes, which were ignored, but the device also interfered with keyboard function since it sent repeated keystrokes to the box.
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